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Residents
Given Reprieve

Off-Camp-us

MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer

way there is sail choice lbr
.students, and there is also a gradual
decrease,' said Marc Smith 93, who
has met with Penney on the issue.
One hundred and seven students had
been given perrnissicxi to live
as of Wednesday, according to
Penney.
This includes 86 students who have
already submitted their applications, 14
residents who need
current
to submit their applications, and seven
tnirVnr mfm am MjyfJfii tn he removed from the academic probation
cn-camp-

of Wooster students who
currently reside in
bousing
wiQ be givraautoroatk: approval forthe
1992-9academic year, according to
SqphieFmoey, Associate Dean of Students.
Restrictions do apply, however, as
eligible
ffoiTf most
CoOege

off-camp- us

3

off-camp-us

kn-rneKsubmkthdroffar-

npusap-

x

us

off-campu-

s,

off-carnp-us

Director of Housing, if they have not
already done so. In addif inn, those students cannot be on social or academic
probation in order to automatically

PtterEvestone.orjeofagraupaf
students who distributed petitions and
met with Penney and Rea, is satisfied
with the decision corcerning current
off campus sutdents, but expressed
worry about future classes who wish tcF
reside
It's great for those that are already
off, but it stiH doesn't help those who
may want to get off."
Students who currently live oocarn-pu-s
will still be eligible faroffcampus
housing, but in lirnited numbers. This
number has not been specified by the
Office ofHousing and Residential Life.
TteCoDegeisaueuiptingtodeaease
the number of students who choose to
live
lo fill vacancies in the
dormitories.
These vacancies exist due to the decreased
of enoOed students at
sornetrring
that is occurthe College
ring nationally because of demograph-ic- s
and the recession.
In addition, the renovated Kenarden
Lodge win be available lo house students next year, ttiisiricieasing trie nur
ber of looms available on campus.
The decision lo decrease offcampus
bousing is purely Twdgetary," according to Penney. TteiristiaiaOT simply
s.

v

Perney also maintains fiat there will
be students who will apply to live off-caniusduring the second sci ncstciac
year, therefore openings must be saved.
One of the problems many students
faced was the enfbrcernent ofa applica--

John Grey 95 Performs a Solo in Last Saturday's Gospel Choir Conceet in McGaw Chapel.
Photo by Back Row Job.
,-
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off-campu-
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fist,

bad friends that called up the Housing
Office over the summer and told them
,
that tbey were grang to
and there was no problem."
Bretschnieder, although initially de
nied because of a late appucation, appealed the decision and was granted
permission to live
OthersarepenijrbedthattheCoDege's
financial considerations have become a
factorinsaxfcnc'housir options. Tte
instinikm'sproolemsriaverxxxxriecr
students' problems," said Ben
93.
Wick Pancoast 93, an additional
member of the group that has met with
Penney.feels that the
Ireoff-campus-

off-campu-

s.

Perspective on Science
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor

offers

"Environmentalism

cializauon of the sciences, women
were gradually pushed aside.
Asking, "What has changed with
regard to women in society and the
sciences," Hynes concluded that
little is different

seat to environmental issues, the
environment now has a diminutive
relationship in comparison with the
economy. Hynes feels that an important goal is to equalize the importance of these things, but not to let
the economy overshadow the importance of environmental issues.
One issue that Hynes feels needs
to be examined is the role of population control in solving the environmental crisis. According to Hynes,

women a freedom from tyranny,
passivity, and low
stated lecturer H. Patricia Hynes in
the concluding address of the Mellon
According to Hynes, "The
Symposium HumanNature Series leaderships ofall major environmenWednesday nighL
tal organizations are white males."
ruite
g
sponsemester-lonseries,
The
This is despite the fact that women
sored by a grant from the Mellon are now a majority on the planet, and
Foundation, addressed the topic of as such, are the most active in using
many people, mostly
"Interdisciplinary Apir choices.
think that women
men,
Human
the
proaches
to
TTiikcpriicaIly,rmrrhered
"We are in this mess because men have
problem. These
the
are
the
Transformation
of
fact that the school reserves the right to
themselves"
up
clean
to
never
learned
after
for a "quick
look
people
LecWorld."
Natural
determine where I five and where I may
that gener
solution
fix"
en
ranged
from
turers
eatbisn'trigrAthatLasastudera,have
birth conmandatory
resources.
Amish
farmer.
includes
ally
an
natural
conserving
and
tobankrontheCouegeattreexpenseof vironmentalists to
welfare.
on
in
women
by
trol for
Hynes claims that the crisis
The lectures were accompanied a
losing my individual choice to deter-mireHynes questioned why it is women
an
well
the
primarily
as
is
as
series,
generation
weekly
film
art
waste
where I five and where and what I
sult of men. "We are in this mess who must take this responsibility,
exhibit depicting images of the hueat."
residents.'
environment.
the
on
impact
man
because men have never learned to and the health risks involved with
Eyestone maintains that the issue is
C5ringtheiecgsskMiartdan increasein
birth control
the
role
on
up after themselves." Hynes hormone therapy-typ- e
focused
address
Hynes
clean
far from resolved. "The College has to
financial aid given by the College,
conwomen
methods.
have
to
sciences.
the
women
that
if
in
claims
Penney maintains that the school needs come up with competitive meal plans of
Hynes summed up her speech by
Speaking to the topic, "Women in stantly clean up after men, their true
living
the revenue generated by filled dormi-lor- y and alternative
the three things she feels
mentioning
Analysis
sufficiently
put
to
Environment:
be
talents can not
They should be making an the Global
rooms.
can offer women,
errvironmentalism
Activism," Hynes talked about use. Hynes is also worried about
191 students live offcam-pus.7- 7 effort to make it more attractive fix and
Currer
girls.
These are: a freehow women have been "markedly economists practice of not placing specifically,
of which are seniors, according students to fiveoncanrpus,"heasserted.
g
deciany value on women's efforts, or on dom from a culture which forces
absent" from
He cites the policy requiring
to Penney. Has results in an automatic
the environmenL Hynes claims these them to conform to standards of fashstudents to purchase the meal sions concerning the environmenL
40 reduction. One of the proposals
independence
ion and
explaining
by
address
her
began
things are treated as "free and withShe
plan, as one that needs to be reconsidof5
lo Penney was to alkw
female-friendpath
a
mind,
and
relatively
because
that
once
of
added
were
She
value."
women
out
that
ered. "Students need and are entitled
'
speinto
taking
the
front
science.
with
economy
sciences,
has
but
the
m
the
active
still resulting in a 20 red'uctkM. "That - to choice," he said. off-campu-

s
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Named
Members
Staff
Senior
Projects
Many
on
Work
Continues
LEAD
Voice
for Next Year's
W7
The position of Assistant
will be filled
VOICE RELEASE

Next year's

co-Editors-

-in

Chief. Lauren Cohen '94 and Jason Gindele '94 have named several people to the staff of next
year's Wooster Voice. Many of
the new staff members have
worked with the newspaper in
F1T3
years past and bring this experi8
"
ence with them.
The following is a list of appointments to next year's staff:
The position of Managing
will be filled by Betsy
:
Editor
.1
O'Brien '94. O'Brien is the "cur
rent Managing Editor, and has
,
w
been a member of the staff for
the past two years.
The position of Assistant
1
v ;
;
I
;
i VV
U. w-- . J:
Editor will be filled by Jeremiah
Jenne '95. Jenne is currently a
staff writer and columnist, and
has worked for the paper for one
year.
The position of Chief Staff
Writer will be filled by Emily
Silverman '93. Silverman is the
Features Editor, and has
Hjghtshoe
Dan
current
95.
4. Allison
The LEAD Team: Aexcn Lucas 92, ummniwiHn ik.Trw nTn rvr
Becxy
Tansey
94,
as a staff writer. She has
(faculty).
Rachel
worked
EPHSAD4 V3, SEAN HAXXIS "V.J. ANDT Gajldnex 92. James CmtoN
y3t
Goebel
Jen
95,
Kathejune
Kussmaul
94,
of the Voice staff
member
a
Otteemuellee
Lisa
93
Abeysinghe
been
TlEMAGUO 93, Devinka
by
Dan
Stefaniut.
Photo
years.
Buroy
94.
for three
Taka
Business
The position-o- f
LEAD RELEASE
different interests and skills. The in addition, most of the presenby
the
performed
by
Manager will be filled Deepak
LEAD team will be in action tations were
Special to the Voice
team.
Sitaraman '95. Sitaraman is the
LEAD is not lead, the metal. over the course of next year.
is
Currently the LEAD team
current circulation manager. He
This year's team has estabbat rather the Leader Education
working with Bob Rodda and the has been a member of the staff
And Development team. This lished a number of annual proDean's staff on the Emerging for one year.
the
grams. LEAD has published
group of undents, whose par-poseminar for first-yeLeaders
manual,
The position of Production
is to promote and enhance student organizational
will be filled by
Manager
students.
description
of
leadership at Wooster. now has which includes a
week
spans
a
four
'94. Stifel is the
Sdfel
class
This
Michael
During
organizations.
six new members who will serve campus
broaden
staff of the
to
attempts
production
and
period
current
has
been
LEAD
second semester.
as LEAD members for the duraunderstanding
for the
worked
has
participants
He
propaper.
the
many
at work establishing
tion of their academic career.
course
also
semester.
one
The
Leadership.
newspaper
for
of
Joining the team are: Devinka grams.
The position of News Editor
Earlier this month. LEAD tells how and where to get inAbeysinghe '93. Dan Ephraim
Wooster.
volved at
will be filled by Judy Nichols
95. Sean Harris '93. Allison hosted several Ohio and Pennteam
LEAD
Next week, the
'94. Nichols is currently a staff
Hightshoe '95. Katherine sylvania colleges and universiLeadership
the
writer. She has worked for the
Kossmaul 95. and Becky ties at the "Apathy: It is not a will
Tremaglio '93. Each of the new four letter word but it should Recognition Banquet for Student paper for one year.
be!" conference, which the or- Leaders with the Dean's office
members underwent the appliLEAD is
cation process including a group ganization hopes will become an . and Campus Council.
on a new
working
currently
also
activity and a personal interview. annual evenL The conference
TRAVEL WITH
Events
Cultural
the
for
layout
Each member brings to the team was not only organized by the
year.
hisher own past experiences and students on the LEAD team, but Calendar for next

".
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Correction:
The photo on last week's
front page was incorrectly
identified as Mike Pepper's.
The photo credit should have
gone to Joshua Fagans.

I

The Financial Aid

1

MONEY

I

FOR COLLEGE

currently

Scholarships, Grants &
Financial Aid

has applications
for 8 outside
scholarships for the
1992-9- 3

1

academic year.
Ston in to see if you
I may qualify for any
I
of them.

I
I
I
I

I

.

Guaranteed results
Free Information
(216)

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

OR (24 hours)
Ext-203-

1-800-US-

1

834-90- 56

A-1221

31

"

by
News Editor
Elise Bates '95. Bates is currently a staff writer, and has
worked for the paper for one
. year.
The position of Features Editor will be filled by Lydis
Amerson '93. Amerson is currently a sports and features
writer, and worked on the papei
during her first year at Wooster.
The 'position' bfAssistant
Features Editor wilbc filled by
Alfred Thompsoir93. Thompson has worked as a staff write!
this year, and has been with the
paper for one year.
The position of Arts and Entertainment Editor will be filled
by Shawn Perry '93. Perry has
held the same position for the
past three years.
The position of Assistant
Arts and Entertainment Editot
will be filled by Justin Boyd '93.
The position of Sports Editor will be filled by Peter James
'95. James is currently a sports
'wterv-foi',-Vo1c-

He has

e.

been with tte newspaper for one
year.
In addition to these editorial
positions, three columnists will
be returning next year. The columnists are Gina Bombaci '95,
C. Mason Hallman '95. and
Michael Mattison '94. all one
year veterans of the newspaper.
Several staff writers will also be
returning.
Positions are still available for

the positions of Advertising
Manager and Circulation Manager. In addition, next year's
staff is looking for interested
students to serve as staff writers
and photographers.

FLAIR
346 E. Bowman Sl
Wooster, Ohio
44691
216-264-65- 05
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THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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Editor-in-Chi-

ef

.

Marc Osgoode Smith

LJ?rJys&

)T To MM

-

Managing Editor
Betsy O'Brien
Assistant Editor
Kristin Flachsbart
Production Manager
Jeanene Spohn
Advertising Manager

fiK

Tim Ludwig

'

Business Manager &
Circulation Manager
Deepak Sitaraman
News Editors

Dana DeWeese
& Lauren Cohen

Feature Editor

Emily Silverman

Sports Editor

Whose City Is This Anyway?
The other evening a friend of mine
by some guys
got
IQs
have
whose
yet to catch up wim
sizes,
ye and, some other .
their waist,
sucker-punche-

students

d

wejcvwalkg.kxig,

uJisjness,

Obbligato

.mind--.

mm

In Defense of Smokers'

Rights or Death to
Mysophobes: A Dialogue
"Mason, Global Communism (the
bad guys) has met its downfall. Do
you think that we are truly on the
Epiphany of a domestic and universal
harmony (which we all desire) in
which all differences are dealt with

Veritas

iwhen .Hiey
ing
were accosted. Allegedly one of the
attackers (read "varmints"), made a
comment somewhat along the line of,
If
id I t
"You think you control this town just
rationally between individuals or
college?"
the
'cause you go to
groups?"
As of this moment the bad guys
"Good question, MichaeL I have
have not been caught, but the authoriMATTISON
MICHAEL
found myself pondering this topic
ties are turning over all possible stones
1
and checking beneath. While that is going on, we can turn our attention to quite often recently. To be honest, I
another problem brought up by this incident Is it simply an isolated case, or an have sensed a growing intolerance
developing between people of differyVtirirm tp a Wig !LstorvwnistiKiemwconntxuations? We have had articles
MICHAEL PROVOST
in our area and I am
in this paper before which dealt with the relationship between the COW ent
MASON HALLMAN
C.
community and the Wooster community, but since I have the distinct pleasure greatly concerned by it"
"My, whatever could you possibly mean, Mason?"
of belonging to both. I think I'll throw in a few words of my own.
generalized
such
under
people
grouping
"On campus, for example, there is a renewed movement to completely
First point. Perhaps, just perhaps,
unrealistic.
confining
and
abolish any smoking section, whatsoever, in the Lowry dining halL"
headings as "student"' and "tDwnie" might be a bit
who staged the
I
personally
even
worse.
You must be talking about those misguided
Attributing characteristics based on such label: is
in
don't want to be labeled as either. Yes, technically I am a student, but to imply protest last week. Is it true that a group of Nonsmokers sat the Smoking
that that has some theoretical iniplkatkMfaludkaous.Iamalso arcsidentof section, puffing away on 'obnoxious cigars? I would expect you to agree with
Wooster.having spent several years here, bu I believe that has ytttt transform people banning the act of Smoking anywhere near you."
zombie. In fact, most
"Granted, Michael. I am no smoker (of course), nor am I in favour of
me into a studeaa-batinsmoking. Nevertheless, it is ridiculous and absurd to argue that
traits.
encouraging
those
avoided
have
"townies" I know seem to
Wooster,
had
in
we
the
up
solution
growing
to nonsmoker discontent in Lowry is to ban the right to smoke
While
only
the
That leads to my second point.
while
were
harassed
I have neither seen a great deal of smoking in Lowry, nor
Personally,
now.
We
there.
same tympUg" as the college students do
us,
people
names
shouted at
and
have I ever found large groups of nonsmokers captive to the insidious,
walking downtown, had objects thrown and
would try and start fights with us (obviously failing to realize we were homicidal, and malicious tobacco addicts. It seemed to me that until recently,
the two groups were able to exist in relative peace,"
"towiiiesO.Actually.rnostofthalbeha
"I'm sorry. Mason, I didn't hear that last sentence. I was busy choking on
elsewhere.
from
came into Wooster
I will wager that the majority of people found downtown on a weekend night the Smoke from my Camel Filters (among the highest Tar and Nicotine content
At least that's the way it was back of any domestic filtered Cigareae). I must, however, disagree with you on your
are not "townies," but
when I went to high school. All the people I knew were too busy with other primary poirtt. On each occasion that I have been forced to dine within the
things 10 bother with the downtown "cruising" exclusions. Several smaller barbarous confines ofLowry I have tried to keep as many Cigarettes lit atatime
Nonsmokers either
communities, such as Shreve, Orrville, and Triway, surround Wooster and as possible. I also have seen quite a variety of
as soon as I light
almost
Cancer
or exit
occasionally people come from there tovisitWooster.I win not make the claim glare toward my Burning Cylinder of
In fact,
Smoking.
that they are the irresponsible ones, but "townies" make the same complaints up. That occurrence is one of the fundamental pleasures of
I get off on it!"
that have been leveled at them.
against
--

J

1

-

life-styl-es

pink-lunge- rs

g,

beer-guzzlin-

g,

gun-toti-

ng

"out-of-townie-s."

self-righteo-us

.

"out-of-towni- es"

Continued on page 4
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Tetters to the Editor

Dialogue Never Ends
The
JThis Year's Housing Draw Takes the Cake' Continued from page
3

To the Campus Community:
Although there have been problems with the Housing department
before, this year's housing draw really takes the cake. As many people
know, the decision to allow anyone
draw into the Quiet and Chemical
Free programs was made by the
Housing and Residential Life staff.
During a conversation wiih Betty
Rea about it, she said that "we might
be making a mistake, but this is the
.way we're doing it this year- Well,
the mistake is a pretty big one, and
we should do Housing draw over
again.
For as long as the Quiet dorm has
been Wagner you had to apply to get
in. You were rated by your RA in the
subjects of general quietness and
respect for other people's desire for
quiet. This year, the program was
moved to Kenarden. This in itself
was a mistake. It should have been
left in Wagner the way it was. Then
the decision was made to allow any-olo draw into the program. An

ne

other big oustake. Ptople were beard
saying that they would do anything
to get into Kenarden. even "do that
stupid Quiet Program or Chemical
thing." Thus, several members of
this year's Quiet Program were shut
out of Kenarden, and many of us are
living in Stevenson.
Now the school will have a luxury
Quiet Program with people who
won't be quiet, and people who
wanted to be in the program are m
Stevenson, which is neither luxurious nor quiet. This is wrong and
quite unfair to those of us who wanted
to be in the quiet program.
Similar instances occurred when
people were drawing into the Chemical Free program resulting in barring several people who are either
alcohol or drug addicts, or who are
from a chemically dependent family, from entrance to the program.
These people need this program, but
because the College wanted to do
things the easy way, the program is
instead filled with people who don't

--

want to be in the program, just
Kenarden. This is one of the few
examples of bow the college is insensitive to the student's needs. Another
one is the fact that in order to live off
campus, you have to apply.
According to a conversation with
the Housing office, sophomores and
freshmen can't live off campus at alL
What gives the College the right to
mandate where we live? We know
that we signed a few constitutional
rights away when we came here, but
this is ridiculous.
The College should have had applications for both the Quiet and
Chemical Free programs, and then
the people who deserved to be in the
program would be in them not in
Stevenson.
Sincerely.

JohnYoder.95
Melissa Knight Shipley. 95
DelbertL. Higgim. 95
Sarah Lindsay Peters, 93
Heidi ErteL
Drew F. Nicholson, 93

Greek Pride and Respect Missing
Dear fellow Greeks.
Since this is my first year in the
Greek system, I was looking forward to the friendly competition of
Greek Week. However, the competition has been anything but friendly.
This Tuesday night, at the lipsync
contest, loud insulting chants about

other clubs and sections were beard
from one particular group.
I thought that this week was supposed to celebrate the Greek system
as a whole?! Everyone has pride in
hisher own section or club, otherwise they would not be involved
with Greek Week. However, ev

eryone should also respect those
people who belong to other Greek
organizations. I think the week
would be much more enjoyable if
we could have pride in our own
group without downgrading all of
the others involved.
Robert Schuller "93

College BoyTownie Stereotypes
appreciated by the people of the town. The residents of
Wooster that I know are extremely supportive of the
College and its members. They are host families and
sponsors. They attend the theater shows, the concerts, the
dinners and the speeches, and they help to make sure such

Continued from page 3
But stereotypes die hard. Just the other day another
student (from Wooster High School) said that she had been
cxripLimented on the variety and size of her vocabulary.
Her "conplimentor" was surprised that she spoke so well
because she was a "townie." Gosh gee wiHikers,iisju3tso
glad to be here, ain't never seen such things . what's that?
indoor plumbing!?!
Grverneabreak.Tberx)cr-farrner"i-

actrvitirifOrn'' ftfoaTynbWyirkrirrKhiphciwecna

m

lo play with, but Wooster will hardly match that in reality.
Per capita, it is one of the wealthiest cities in the country,
and the high school stadents have been known to become
National Merit Finalists and attend sudt "trade schools"as
Brown. West Point. Cornell, Wesleyan (the real one, in
Connecticut), Cartoon and the Naval Academy' (three
from my class alone).
but I want the
I do apologize for all the
point to be made that the majority of "townies" would be
more likely lo scoff at COW students that pick fi ghtswith
them.
Neither scoffing nor fighting is what we have though.
For the most part I find a very committed relationship
between college and community. Many students are involved in work outside the campus, and that work is
horn-blowin-

g,

--

town and a school, one that should not be tarnished by
individuals who have yet to look beyond themselves.
As for those individuals, the ones who find it necessary
lo yell obscenities out of windows, throw punches when
NrH art P"-"-, and register zero on the maturity scale. I
feel more sorry for them that angry. (Of course those
individuals are not limited lo outside the campus). And
true, some people will resent the college students they see.
Not everyone has the opportunity to spend four years
relatively free cf responsibility. That can be disheartening
lo someone who has never been given such a chance. I am
not defending the actions mentioned above, but I am
suggesting that we look more closely at the reasons behind
such. They seem to be social and economic in nature, not
based on hometown pride. It would seem to be more a
question of personality than logistics. Every community
wifl havens share of idiots, but by no means do we have
to follow them.

--

.
"Well, Michael, many of those people may be leaving at the sight of you,
or for other reasons than your smoking."
"Be careful. Mason. If you choose to turn this pleasant cuiversationintoan
imbecilic insult contest, I may be forced to r my Ggarette out on your face."
"Your warning is appreciated, Michael. I woukl hate to see your behavior
manipu laced and contcttedmto resembling your typfcal nicctine addict. But
seriously, I am disturbed that the first nwve by the nonsnxto faction was not
to have a 'smoke eater installed in Lowry, but instead to issue sentiments of
an all out ban. You should also consider that it is not unlikely that half of this
sntoke-taininwvement can be seen with a cigarette m one hand and a beer
m the otheratany given weekend party. I would notbe surprised if the majority
of these people turned out to be hypocrites (mat is, social smokers)."
"Jesus Christ, are you tong winded. Mason. It must come from having
beahhy lungs. Lon theotherhand, wouldnc waste my breatheon these people
if the maner weren't of such gravity. However, as an outspoken member of
the population of Smokers at Wooster, I fed kfanecessarytoaddress the seeds
of Fascism that these damn, militant, Mysorjhobes (people who fearcontanii-natioare sowing. I firmly believe not only that the right to Smoke should
As well. I would suggest
be reelected, but thatSmokmgshou
blow Smoke rings."
difficult
make
to
it
they
for
eaters'
a ban on 'smoke
(pause) interesting. At
ceminly
view
is
"As usual, Michael, your point of
which
to rivflliben
riierhieat
leastl agree wuh your first point in regards to
ng

n)

should concern us alL Smokers, like any minority group, deserve re
tolerance. They arc also-- ."
dying breed!? I am sorry to interrupt you. Mason, but I felt that that
was
too ripe (like my lungs) to be wasted. But, what were you saying?"
pun
"(without acknowledging Michael) entitled to certain accornmodations
for their needs. I do not think that it is unrealistic to expect the nonsmoking
majority to appreciate this and honor their fellow Wooster comrades."
"For a person who seldom allows any foreign substances to breach the
temple that you make of your body, you certainly seem have stoned view
of the worth of what, I believe, you called your comrades, ft Just seems to
that your view of the world must be influenced by seme sort of Psychedelic
Compound. But, I digress. I agree thai my rights as an individual and as a
Smoker should be protected. These Nonsmoking zealots must be stopped
before it goes too fir. I can see it now: as scon as they ban the consumption
of any Tobacco product in Wooster they're going to move on to Ohio.
America.and finally the Whole World! This is reaHy stressing me. Would you
be so kind as to pass me that pack of Camels? I need (dramatic pause) A

"A

FIX!!!"
"Here." "Thanks."
"Let me close the window. Without question this problem is indicative of
decreasing tolerance and increasing selfishness based on a single group's
interests. It shows the total (fisregard that some rjeople have for the alternative
fashion in which others choose to live. This b a defirute blow to the forces of
Team Good Guy (si gh), whose goals are Justice, Truth, and an understanding
and coorjeration between aU peoples."
"YoujhadtobringupTeamGcodGtiy(scowndidn'tyou. I don't think
that the rights of Smokers have arrything to do wim the agenda of that group
(ICG). The current situation seems to be more of an
of selfless
issue for Team Death (sigh), whose goalsare theexternunationof an humanity
ardtheobliteratkofanytraceof its horrid existence. Since the Carcinogens
contained in Smoke cause Cancer and ultimately Death, Team Death (sigh)
has decided to take an interest. Since everyone is going to die anyway, it is
petty to argue over a few extra years, which are likely to be filled with
alcoholism, imnobilization, and senility (oh my!). Nonsmokers should be
are offerir to cut those
thankful that Smokers, with the help of Team De
last worthless years from their lives."
"Whatever, MichaeL I will keep that in rnind. when I see you speaking to
me with a two inch hole in your throat by the time you are thirty."
However, if I happen to
"Wimlucklwfflhavediedvtolentlybythtt
ttiequixcicfantasiesthatyouandTeam
chasing
win
be
not
certainly
be alivel
Good Guy (bunch of expletive idiots) are doomed to follow."
-possibly. I only hope that the restrictions sought by such groups as these
particular nonsmokers are not realized."
"Agreed. Any attempts torcstria the righttocontraa
be scoffed at by the Powers That Be. IknowforsurethatI win Smoke in Lowry
dining han whether there isaSmoking sectk or not, and tr invitation always
stands open for you to join me."
do-good-ers
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Reentry Shock:
Historians, Public Out of
An Internattonal
Step in Rating Presidents
Student's Perspective
-

NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
Historians tend to rate the modern

ter they have left office,

American presidenlsquiie differently
than does the general public, accord-

The two exceptions to this tendency are Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Richard Nixon. Roosevelt ranks no

ing to a study done by Professor of
History James Hodges.
In a paper presented at the Ohio
Academy of History earlier this
month, Hodges compared the way
historians have viewed the last nine
American presidents with the way
those presidents have faired in public opinion polls.
For instance, in a variety of studies over the past three decades, historians have been inclined to give
Harry Truman and Lyndon B. Johnson higher marks than the public
has, while the public's evaluation of
John Kennedy and Ronald Reagan is
much higher than the historians'
opinion of those two presidencies.
The rating game by the historians
is at times significantly out of step
with the public's perception and
evaluation of modern presidents af

1

Hodges.

worse than third among all U.S. presi-den-ts
in a variety of different rankings
done by historians, while public approval rating was a strong 75 percent
both while he was in office and after
his death. Nixon, meanwhile, winds
up near the bottom of both polls: all
the historians ratings list his presidency as a failure and only 32 percent of the public approved of his
presidential performance.
Says Hodges of Nixon's status in

both polls: "Nixon can only hope
that time and revisionist writing will
work for him as they have for

Eisenhower.

The

'dumb

Eisenhower has become the 'smart'
Eisenhower who cleverly unleashed
his 'hidden' hand at the appropriate

times..
Hodges finds that the "gap be

tween the historians playing the rating game and the public is particularly interesting in the case of
Kennedy."
While the historians' polls rank
Kennedy no higher than ninth and
more often between 12th and 15 th
among all presidents, the public displays what Hodges describes as a
"reverence for JFK far beyond the
measuredjudgement" of a 1981 survey of historians which placed
Kennedy 13th among all U.S. presidents. "Since 1975, Americans rank
Kennedy as the greatest president,
astoundingly topping even Abraham
Lincoln," noted Hodges.
To underscore his point, Hodges
took an informal poll of more than
100 Ohio historians attending the
meeting at which he presented his
paper. He asked those present to
rank the modern nine presidents,
Roosevelt to Reagan. The Ohio historians ranked Roosevelt, Truman,

Continued on page 6

Wooster Physics Professor Performs
Leading Edge Liquid Crystal Research
conference participants and faculty if he had to go to a larger
university to conduct his experiyears
consecutive
four
for
digital
Most people take
Howard Hughes grants, provided ment. When told that the entire
watches and sharp television pictures for granted these days, but by Wooster, to help continue her research project was carried out
at Wooster, they were surprised
research.
not Shila Garg. When the ColShe chose Wooster because the that such a complex project could
lege of Wooster physics professor sees a digital watch or a fuzzy liberal arts college setting offers be performed at an undergradupicture on her television screen, her the opportunity to teach un- ate institution.
According to Garg, such con
dergraduates and involve them
she is reminded of her own curin her research in ways she finds ferences are an excellent way of
rent research into liquid crys
sharing research retals.
with the wider
what
is
sults
understand
to
want
Liquid crystal is a
"I
community in
physics
substance that flows
going on with liquid crystals."
get feedback
to
order
like a liquid but has
finds that
Garg
about her work.
very rewarding.
properties, within a certain tem"My students help me with all the scientific "give and take"
perature range, of a solid.
Garg's research into liquid different aspects of my work," which comes out of these discrystals involves a variety of Garg explained. "They analyze cussions frequently leads to new
projects which she predicts will data, and they write computer research directions about liquid
keep her busy for at least two or programs. They help me with crystals.
The focus of Garg's research
three years. One such project, the process of running the exis
to investigate the physical
which she is working on at periment."
properties
also
of liquid crystals and
Garg's student colleagues
Wooster in connection with the
rethe positive applications that
Kent State University Liquid share in ffsm"5C55rsearch
may come to light are incidenCrystal Institute, involves poly- sults to other scientists. For exmer dispersed liquid crystals ample, Asad Kahn, a Wooster tal.
"As for this kind of project,
usable in television screens. junior from Islamabad, Pakistan,
not that I want to sell it or
it's
conducted
in
physics,
majoring
are
While phosphor dot screens
my results. This is funfindmarket
recent
about
the norm today, Garg's work is a presentation
research. I want to
damental
research
focused on high definition LCD ings from Garg's initial
what is going on with
understand
meeting
of
screens which may represent the project to the first
and achieve the
crystals
liquid
future in quality television re the National Council for Undergraduate Research in Minneapo- actual understanding of the
ceivers.
Inlis. Kahn was asked by several physical processes involved."
Madras,
a
native
Garg,
of
MARK TIMKEN
Special to the Voice

;

;

Bam Koosana '92 models native afkican dress at the africa week
Photo by Mike Pepper.
Fashion Show.'
This unawareness can result in
ZAINAB CHALISA
disappointments and
ISA Representative
for the student returning, marSummer is just around the cor
ring what he or she might have
ner and many international students are getting ready to go thought would be a fantastic visit
home - some of them for good home. To address this issue of
shock. Jim Citron, Diand some of them just for the
let-dow- ns

're-ent- ry

summer. Settling back into your
own culture after being away
from it can have its problems,
though we are not fully aware of
them because we are so caught
up in the excitement of returning
to friends and family.
Many a time we refuse to acknowledge the fact that our personalities are constantly developing and that we might have
changed in the time that we spent
away from our native countries.

said

rector of International Student
Affairs, held a session for international students to discuss their
fears and expectations about returning home.
Most of the international students present realized the possibilities of the various kinds of
problems they might face upon
returning. The seniors had a lot
of input regarding this matter,
having dealt with it firsthand for

Continued on page 6

dia, has received grants from the
National Science Foundation and

r
Feature

p
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The Shock of Coming Home
the student, but sooner or later
or she realizes that life went
he
the past four years.
on
the novel experiences had
and
The major area of concern was
" lack of communication,' espe- cannot be related to by friends.
All things said and done, ihe
cially with parents. It is hard for
parents to understand how their best way to approach the changes
children could have changed so in yourself and in others around
much in a year or so. All our you is, as one senior put it, to
"use a more cushioned manner
lofty ideas about being indepenwhile giving your views". This
when
window
go
out of the
dent
conflicts of opinion to
prevents
nothing
home because "there is
as well as makextent,
a
certain
Parto be independent about".
radical state-men- u
seemingly
your
ing
ents can very easily slide back
uncomproand
bold
less
into the protective relationship
your
and in
parents
mising
to
they shared with their child prein
general to the society, which
viously, but the child is less willing to do so, especially after; you live. '
It would also be a good idea if
fending for themselves while in
we realize that as individuals we
college.
The communication gap can cannot force our views on any
also be extended to include one else. We can express them
friends and peers. They might but not "thrust" them as far as
not be so enthusiastic about bear- parents are concerned because
ing a student's experiences as he they are generally more adamant
or she might be in relating them. about the social norms and its
This lack of interest might hurt propriety.

Continued from page 5
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Historians Pick Their Presidents
Continued from page 5

and Eisenhower as the top three.
Johnson, meanwhile, came in fourth,
ahead of both Kenedy (fifth) and
Reagan (sixth), despite the fact that
a 1990 Gallup poll found that only
40 percent of the American public
approved retrospectively of theJohn-so- n
presidency. Nixon, Carter, and
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the other hand, is more concerned
with issues of values and character
and base their judgements of a
president's effectiveness on these
more personal and less clearly definable qualities that, in the long run, do
not determine a president's lasting
achievements.

ma6k.
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of change behind." The public, on

.
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Ford ranked seven through ninth
among the historians.
Hodges contends that historians
and the general public focus on quite
different criteria when judging a
president's effectiveness.
Historians, he says, are most likely
to give a high rating to a "strong-activ-e
president who leaves a legacy
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Record Review:

DEF LEPPARD - ADRENAUZE
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Do ya wanna get rocked? So asks Joe Elliot on Let's Get Rocked,
follow up to
the opening track of Def Leppard's
Hysteria. The album, Adrenalize, proves once again, like its

.4,

f

long-await-

t

.

.

'

ed

predecessors Hysteria and Pyromania, that Def Leppard is the
creme de la creme of hard rock.
Hard rock and heavy metal music (yes, the two are different, yet
the band has been classified in both) have not always been known
for their great lyrical and thematic content. Even Adrenalize deals
with such cliche1 ridden themes as girls, male bonding, girls, partying, and of course, girls. But even the Lepp's understand that it's
. not what you say that matters but how you say it.
" With this in mind, Adrenalize is full of catchy rhythms and heavy
books, but Def Leppard fills the space in between with a great sense
of musicality and tunefulness that all but make up for the lack of an
overall message.
Over the years, the band has created a signature sound that instills
the use of grunging guitars coupled with soaring harmonic choruses
that provide a perfect compliment to Joe Elliot's "whisper-to-a-screavocals. Songs such as Stand Up (Kick Love Into Motion)
and Wanna Touch You flaunt this harmonic approach oh the new
album with impressive results.
The Lepp's are also very articulate in the musical detail they put
Cltt RnrkeA The anno i reminiscent nf
ntn (heir nna n on
Pour Some Sugar On Me from Hysteria from the guiding force of
Rick Savage's bass line to the crowd rousing shout chorus.
lyrics (Let s get ine tock out
it is, nowever, luiea witn pun-iuiof here) and sound effects (a sample of Beethoven's Fifth is played
as Elliot complains about the sound of classical music) which add
a humorous and interesting twist to the sound of the song. With the
use of such audio embellishments, it is evident that Def Leppard has
put great time and effort into creating a distinctive sound for each
of these tunes.
This attention to detail is also expressed in the sound of Elliot's
voice. In Have You Ever Needed Someone So Bad, the compassion
in his voice alone encompasses the song with such great emotional
force that we almost sympathize for the guy! The song holds so
much more meaning and sincerity than your typical hard rock power
ballad.
Additionally songs such as Tonight and Heaven Is, do not deal
with women as the object of some adolescent sexual fantasy.
Instead, there is a degree of respect and true devotion addressed to
the women in these songs which separates Def Leppard from
countless other rock bands. They could be considered the only real
gentlemen in hard rock.
It's obvious that the band and its material has matured greatly in
the past five years since Hysteria was released. This may have to
do with the fact that three of the members have married and one has
m"

Thh

Kent band THE TWISTOFFS will perform

at Spunqfest

92

5 "J.
campus bands SOMETHING ELSE at 3:30 rM. and HARMOfTS '
DEPOT at 7:30 pjc The
will continue with the showino of
Aykboyd3ohn Belushi movie
Dan
Brothers,"
Blues
classic
the
The
starting iaY 9 tM. In case of ban, the SpuncFest AcnvrriES wsxbe
TOMORROW
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Continued on page 8

Friday. April 24
-- U
pjn. Travel Trip: A
Night Out in Akron at Quaker
Square! Come see the cute shops
and have dinner at one of the restaurants at this revamped Quaker Oats
factory! 14 soots available, for a &
$2 refundable deposit Sign up on
Monday at Lowry Front Desk.
Happy Hour at trie Underground
S pjn.

crom 7 pjn.
Have a few beers and stay to see
5--

.

The Missionstarring Robert

DeNiro and Jeremy Irons, who unite
to risk everything against toe forces
of two enemies in order to save an
endangered South American Indian
century. 8 pjn,
tnbe in toe mid-lst- o
1 1 pjn. Spotliznt Showcase in
Mom's: Barbara Bailey- Hutchinson(she sings those famous
Lv. ads for Heinz, McDonalds, and
Hallmark - you know the ones!)
From 11 pjn. to 2 ajn., join the
9--

Spring Jam: Tropical Delight at
the UiKlergrouud, sponsored by
Delta Phi Alpha. For $.75, jam to
times spun by DJ Brian urandison
Sgtui-ggT- .
April 25
and food,
laD on toe Lowry hmsidebatio (by
toe fountain)
5--

7

pjn.

TwistOffs!

The return of the

End the evening with a showing
of The Blues Brothers on the side of
Lowry Center! Pull up a patch of
grass! Sponsored by ICC, ISC,
ECUS, & SAB.
and 10 pjn. Monty Python's
AndNowfarSornethingCompletdy
7-3- 0

Different Fans.it sonlySl!
Sunday. Annl 26
7:30pjn. Classic film: The Nasty
GirL This is the story of a woman
who, in researching the history of
her hometown in Bavana, uncovers
unity
the secrets of prominentcomm
a T
I
aunng ine "WL!
memoers
intra ttcicn.
Wednesday. Annl 29 - Movies
at the Underground, $.50.
8 p.m. Mermaids, starring Cher
and Winona Ryder. A romantic
comedy about the lives of a wacky
mom and her two daughters.
10 p.m. Scarface, starring Al
Pacino as a gangsterdrug lord. Pro
vocative and bold!
TV

Arts & Entertainment
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Arts & Entertainment Calender Herseth to Perform in
p.ra. with "Naomi In the Living

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
win feature the final one act plays
from the Directing n class this weekend in Freedlander Theater. Tomorrow nights performances will run
from 1 0:00 pjn. and features three
one hour plays; "Laundry & Bourbon," directed by Becky Cummings
7--

93. "Life Under Water." directed
by Amy Vezza 93, and "The
Stonewater Rapture. under the direction of Laurel Springer '94. The
Sunday evening plays will begin at7

Chris

by

directed

Room.'

The Flint Theater Prod actions

93. followed by Adam
Goldfeder's 93 direction of "The
Transfiguration of Benno Blimpie."
Tickets are required and are free for
each night's performance at the
Freedlander box office.
The Akroa Symphony Cham
ber Orchestra, conducted by Eric
Benjamin, will present "A Symphony Roundup" at the 13th annual
series of Little Tikes concerts. The
concerts, sponsored by the Akron
Symphony Guild, are educational
Strom polo

McGaw on Sunday

and designed for children three to six
years old. The Orchestra will perform at Edgewood Junior High in
Wooster on Wednesday. May 20 at
9:45 and 11 am. The program features a western theme and includes
Copland's "Hoedown," Rossini's
Finale from the "William Tell Overg
and a
ture." an audience
"Roundup" of many other western
favorites. Tickets for the performance are S3.50 for children, parents and chaperones and can be obtained by calling the Akron Symphony office at
sing-alon-

535-813- 1.

Record Review: Def Leppard
.

Continued from page 7

become a father during that time. Of course the
Lepp's still can't resist sneaking in a tune such as
Make Love Like A Man with its degree of male
bravado and bluesy overtones.
Last year the band faced an optimistic future as
a result of the death of guitarist Steve "Steamin"
Clark. Clark was found dead in his apartment last
January due to a deadly combination of drugs and
alcohol. In White Lightning, the group addresses
how the fast lifestyle Clark took pan in soon
caught up with him: No promises, no guarantees!
when you come down here, you're already on your
kneesyou wanna ride white lightning, better sign
your namewanna dance with the devil, gotta play
his game.
Clark's death was even more ironic considering
that the Lepp's drummer Rick Allen lost his left
arm in an auto accident back in 1984 during the
recording of Hysteria. Most bands would give up
with the freak accidents Def Leppard has had to
endure. But the group has not let tragedy stand in
its way.
To compensate for their drummer's handicap, a
special drum kit was created which allowed him to
continue with the group. And to compensate for
their newest tragedy, all guitar duties were handed
down to Lepp guitarist Phil Collin. From the flash

and grunge of Personal Property, with its dizzying chromatic embellishments to the eerie echoing of Clark's guitar style in the opening of White
Lightning (perhaps as a musical eulogy to his late
guitar companion), Collin fills all the guitar pans
on Adrenalize with great skill and ease.
It certainly doesn't sound like a band that is
The group in fact
wallowing in its own self-pitis harder than ever in their new album, possibly as
a means of paying tribute to their late guitarist
Adrenalize was dedicated to Clark).
To sum up, Def Leppard has created a work that
is consistent with their previous albums.
Adrenalize doesn't break new ground for the band,
but it follows the winning formula of their other
rock
successful albums and features straight-ahea- d
emotion-filled
are
full
of
that
ballads
and
anthems
guitar laden hooks and a strong rhythmic muscle.
Sure, the album is full of catchy hooks that will
rule the airwaves and your beads for the next few
years. But is that necessarily so bad?
While the lyrical cliches and musical simplicity
of this album may tend to turn away discriminating music listeners, Def Leppard's musicality and
attention to detail makes the simplicity of it all
seem secondary. They prove that music doesn't
have to be meaningful or complicated to still be
fun. Or does it?
y.
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Guest soloist Adolph Herseth will perform with the Wooster SymOrchestra on Sunday, April 26, at 4 tm. in McGaw Chapel.
Students are admitted free to the event.
eer, which also appears on the
NEWS SERVICES
Adolph Herseth. principal New Hampshire state seal. The
work, written in 1989 by Rocky
trumpet of the Chicago Symphony, will perform as guest J. Reuter, was commissioned by
Capital University for the Capisoloist with The Wooster Symcontal UniversityBexley Commufinal
its
in
phony Orchestra
Sunday
season
this
at nity Orchestra. vJIerseth. began
cert of the
performing with the Chicago
TickChapel.
4 p.m. in McGaw
Symphony as first trumpet in
$5.00
ets are free to students and
1948. He has been soloist for
for the general public.
Jeffrey Lindberg will conduct the highly praised Chicago Symas Herseth performs Johann phony recordings of Stravinsky's
Hummers "Concerto in E Major "Petrouchka" and Mahler's
"Symphony No. 5." He is a charfor Trumpet and Orchestra."
The orchestra will also per- ter member of the Symphonic
form Edward Elgar's "Enigma Hall of Fame of the National
Trumpet Symposium in Denver
Variations-,- a series of 14 variaand an honorary member of the
friends
portraying
the
of
tions
Royal
Danish Guild of TrumpetMan
in
composer, and "The Old
He
ers.
has taught at Northwestthe Mountain," inspired by the
natural rock formation in the ern and DePaul Universities and
at the Chicago Musical College
New Hampshire mountains reof Roosevelt University.
sembling a weathered mountain
phony
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TRACK AFIELD

MEN'S TENNIS

Fernandez Gomes from Behind 'We're at the Most
in Third Set to Ace Oberlin Important Juncture
of the Season'

J. CATMAN
Voice Sports Writer
He did it again.
"Hey, Anthony, how many
times can yon come back?" What
is it. Fernandez? How can you
keep escaping the edge? You
thrive on the pressure, right? It
has to be. You let Moustapha
"Moose" Diop (Oberlin's 1
singles player) get up 4-- 1 in the
third set in singles before you
turned the tide? Is that your
plan?
"Well, it seems to work,
ever your intention."
Fernandez '92 did indeed show
his fight in that third set against
Oberlin as he has done so often
in the past.
He turned his match upside
down and came out with an wonderful 5 third set victory.
Wooster was impressive
against Oberlin. The Scots came
out 1 winners in a match that
was thoc
eniup closer
"
than that.
After scouting Oberlin against
Kalamazoo, the Wooster squad
was very impressed, almost wary
of the Oberlin team.
Eric Hicks '92 said of the
--

7--

8--

Oberlin team, "I honestly

thought Oberlin was going to
give us a very difficult time after seeing them play at

Kalamazoo. They played experfect. The 2 victory made
tremely well."
Wooster 4-- 0 in the NCAC, keep
Oberlin did not appear to have ing them in first place.
the zip they had at the GLCA
against Denison
The line-u- p
tournament. It showed in the was a little different.
match against Wooster. .
Gindele was out serving a team
Peter James '95 summed up suspension while Weaver took
what most of the team thought of time off to let his injured knee
Oberlin's performance against heal. Peter James 95 and Mike
the Scots: "I felt Oberlin played Pepper '92 had to fill in. James
a lot better against Kalamazoo
played through leg cramps and
especially in doubles."
pulled out a very important 6-Wooster overtook Oberlin's 1 6-- 4 victory. Pepper played well,
and 3 doubles team's in an easy but came up short, being thrown
fashion. Shane Roush '95 played into a difficult position against a
superbly when he filled in for strong player.
Jason Gindele '94 at the 3
The match was clinched by
Cham-A-Kodoubles position.
at 2 singles.
The Scots made light work of Fernandez continued his domisingles. Gindele posted a 6-- 0
nation over Denison s nationally-tough
against
a
victory
third set
ranked
Will Knox at 1,
4 player for Oberlin. Warren winning in an easy fashion.
Cham-A-Koo- n
94, James
James commented on the
Weaver '94, and Hicks all had Denison match, "It was remarkeasy times in their two set victoable that we defeated a solid
ries. At 3, Dan Rosenbaum '92 Denison team without two startjust kept on rolling. -- ers. It was especially surprising
Although Rosenbaum s match that we were able to take the
went to a third set, he was in first two doubles." James was
control all the way (as he has paired with Cham-A-Koat 2
been all season). Last year, doubles.
Rosenbaum was undefeated in
The Wooster Invitational is this
the conference, and has compiled
weekend. On Friday at 3:30, the
an incredible win record this Scots take on Wittenberg. On Satyear, 13-urday, Wooster plays Ohio North-eAgainst Denison, Wooster kept
and Oberlin at 9:30 a.m. and
the
in
record
conference
their
1:30 pjn., respectively.
7--
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DANHAWES
Voice Sports Writer
A new meet on the schedule,
Championship at
the
Ohio Wesleyan, which replaces
Wooster Invitathe
tional, was the most important
meet thus far for the Fighting
Scots. It came at a crucial time
in the season, two weeks before
conference championships, a
time where "everything starts
to come together ', as head coach
Dennis Rice puts it.
The Scots fared well, the men
finishing fifth with 68 points and
the women finishing fourth with
67 points out of sixteen Division
III schools that participated.
Beth Blakemore 92 in the
5000m and Eric Rogers '95 in
the 400m were the sole winners
for the Scots. With Blakemore
winning by a minute and a half
at 19:0S and Rogers also winning easily with a 49.08 Accu-Trac- k
time, the duo look like
sure winners at conference championships and beyond.
Blakemore already having
qualified for provisional standards for the nationals in the
All-Oh- io

ill-fat-

ed

10,000m and Rogers three-tentof a second away in the 400m.
Although a self-- pronounced 400
hurdler, Rogers had to withdraw
from the race due to sore knees.
hs

Other

in the
10,000m include April Heck '93
getting fourth place in 43:08 and
Wheeler Spaulding '94 finishing third in 33:50.
The 1500m run saw strong per
formances from Anna Scherzer
'92 at 4:57.8, finishing fourth.
and Marcy Hunt '94 at 4:59.0,
finishing fifth.
Clair Roberts '94 had another
good race in the 400m finishing
third in 60.4. With Roberts at
bright-spot-

s

INCAU Kecognizes

the top of the list for both the
200m and 400m in the NCAC
rankings, looks forward to a rematch with the winner, Caroline
Hill from Denison, at the con-

ference championships.
Shannon O'Neill '94 opted for
the shorter sprint, the 100m and
placed third with a 13.09. What happens when you put
the two together? You get a fifth
and sixth in the 200m dash by
Roberts (27.1) and O'Neill
(27.13) respectively.
So who's Wooster's greatest
sprinter? To be decided in
Granville, sight of the 1992
NCAC Championships.
Mark Marando '92 finished
second with a 229 14" Jump,
less than an inch behind 100m
and 200m champ, Jim Eibel from
Baldwin Wallace.
Perhaps the biggest surprize
of the day came during the 400m
hurdles. Things didn't look good
when Rogers pulled out of the
race, but Pieter Salverda '95
stepped up and ran a 56.1 second
place performance.
For their efforts, Clair Roberts and Eric Rogers were named
NCAC Track & Field atheletes
of the week.
Coach Rice said he was "very
pleased with the effort puj forth.

We're at the most important
juncture of the season, things
are starting to come together."
Wooster will travel to John
Carroll on Friday and Baldwin
Wallace on Saturday.
Mark Marrando looks forward
to John Carroll, commenting,
"We bad a really good time last
year. They had just put in a new
track and everybody seemed to
get the best performances of their
lives. Hopefully the same will
happen this year.

wooster iracK Members

NEWSSERVICES
Eric Rogers 95 and Clarissa Roberts 94 were named NCAC Athletes of the Week for their performances April
dash and set a school
Rogers posted a time of 49.4 in the
record in the 400 intermediate hurdles with a time a time of 54.5.
dash, 26.8 in the 200
Roberts turned in times of 13.0 in the
- Arm
i cn
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WOMEN'S TFNNTS

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

-

NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
After losing three in a row and
five of its last six, the Lady Scots
lacrosse team was hoping to get
back on track Monday against

CHRIS MACKY
Voice Spons Writer

The women's tennis team
a satisfying victory over Ml
Union on Wednesday after falling
to NCAC opponent Wittenberg last
Friday.
rc-cor-

Scots

Lady

The

ded

Dennison. The Lady Scots had
no luck as they were defeated
handily by the Big Red 21-The Lady Scots goals came from
Martha Lange '92 and Meg Wood
95. Wood managed only four
shots on goal but scored on three
of them.
4.

battled

Wittenberg last Friday in a match in
which the final score proved to be
misleading.
Wooster lost 1 but most of the
matches were difficult wins for the
Tigers.
The match did not start out very
promisingly for the Lady Scots as
both the first and second singles
were quickly ousted. Helen Shepard
1 at
92 lost to Sberyl Myers 6-1. and Lynn McMaster 92 could
only manage three games in her 6-6-- 0
loss at 2 singles.
Gabriele Wilson 95 couldn't win
a set either, as she went on to lose a
close 6-- 6-- 3 decision.
With the Lady Scots down 0
after three matches, things began to
lookup. It seemed as though Emily
Fortney '95 would bring Wooster
their first singles win as she won the
first set easily 6-- 0 at 3. But
Wittenberg's Colleen Cummins
came back impressively to take the
final two sets 6-- 6-- 4.
Both Jill Chokey 95 at 5 and
Allison McDowell 93 at 6 managed to come back and win the intermediate sets of their matches after losing the first. But they couldn't
keep up their momentum and both
gave up tfee third sets. Chokey lost
and McDowell's scores
were
After a disappointing single's
round, the Lady Scots didn't simply
hang their heads in defeat. They
battled until the final point was won.
At first doubles, seniors Shepard
and McMaster took a total of ten
games in their match but couldn't
put them in an advantageous com).
bination, so they lost a close 6
6-- 4
match.
Fortney and Chokey also lost in
straight sets 6-- 6-- 3 to Cummins
and Andrea Whitmoyer at 2.
Wooster's lone victory came at
3 doubles where Wilson and
McDowell won the first and third
6-- 4
).
sets in a close 6-- 6-- 7
match.
In less than ideal conditions the
team defeated ML Union Wednesday 6-- The blistering winds combined with chilly temperatures at
Wooster made this
match a satisfying victory.
The Lady Scots started out on a
8--

2--

2--

HOUSE DRIVE-THRICE
your
For

U

beverages and party needs,

all

beer, wine, chips, soda, ice and snackfoods
HOURS

6--

2.

Wooster, which is 9 overall
and 7 in the NCAC, is lead by
Wood, who has 28 goals and
three assists.
Lange is next with 24 goals
and seven assists.
In addition. Tammy Barnes 93
has 17 goals and six assists, while
Shannon Burke '95 has nine
goals.
The Lady Scots will take on
Earl ham at 2:00 this Saturday at
Cindy Barr Field.
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Lynn McMastee "92 sends a kmlehand grocndstxoke cxoss courr in he

PACKAGING. ANB MAULING CENTER
SHIPPING AND MOVING BOXES
If you don't want to pack it - we will
We Pick-u- p
packages for you - $2 Fee

DESPITE McMaSTEK'S LOSS

MATCH AGAINST MOUNT UNION ON WEDNESDAY.
AT 2 SINGLES, THE LaDY SOOTS BEAT THEZK

OPPONENT

NON-CONFESEN- CE

6--3

Photo by Mux Pepper
:

sour note as they saw their first two
singles players lose. Shepard lost to
Anna Pantaleyeva at 1 in a close
6-stright set match
McMaster
won the first set of her match 7--5
but stumbled in the second and third
to fall 6-As it turned out,
though. Shepard and McMaster
were the only Lady Scots to lose
that day.
Fortney continued to play well at
her new position as she won in
6-- 1
straight sets 6-at the third
singles spot.
Wilson and Chokey followed by
winning their matches in straight
sets also. Wilson dropped just one
game in her 6-- 6-- victory at 4.
7-- 5.

4.

6-- 1.

0.

3.

1.

0

and Chokey defeated

Tonia

Erdmann
at her 3 singles
position.
McDowell gave Wooster a 4--2
lead by coming from behind to beat
Angela Bell in the final two sets
6-1,7-

-5

6-4,6-

-2.

Wooster jumped out to a 2 lead
when Wilson and McDowell extended their undefeated record at 3
doubles by winning easily 6-- 6-Shepard and McMaster couldn'y
quite manage a win as they lost a
5--

2,

2.

close 6-- 6-- 4 match. They tied the
score in the second at 4 after be
ing down, but couldn't keep their
momentum to send the match into a
third set.
The closest match of the day came
at 2 doubles. Fortney and Chokey
finished the match winners but it
wasn't an easy victory. They lost
the first set 5 but came back to
win the second decisively 6-Wooster led in the third set 0. bat
Ml Union's Liz Case and Darci
Gerber battled back and soon took a
lead. Fortney and Chokey,
though, took charge and closed out
the match with three straight wins
for a 7--5 victory.
Head coach Chris Hart
after that final victory, We
did well not to give up after losing
the first set."
The victory ups the Lady Scots
record to 8-Wooster continues NCAC play
with a very important match today
against Case Western Reserve.
The Lady Scot traveled to Ohio
Wesley an yesterday, but results
were not available until after
3,

4--

-

Shipping Services UPS
We will pack or ship any
item to any place
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

COMMENTARY

Lax Newcomer Meg Wood
WAA RELEASE
r,
Meg Wood 95 may be a
but that docs
not mean she will play like a newcomer to the game
of lacrosse.
Originally from Alpine, New Jersey, Wood has
been making quite a name for herself this season as
one of the Wooster lacrosse team's leading scorers, right along with veteran player Martha Lange
93.
In a game against Kenyon early on this season.
Wood propelled the team to a 1 win, scoring
seven of those points on her own. It was a lucky
first-yea-

12-1-

day.SaysWood.;

:

;

More recently, the team has been upset by
Denison and Kenyon, but according toWood, both
were very good games for Wooster.
Wood's talent on the field does not end with
lacrosse. This fall, she started for the women's

field hockey team, and received honorable mention
from Wooster to
in the NCAC the only first-yedo so.
Her success may not be so surprising, considering
her athletic career.
She has been playing field hockey and lacrosse
since the seventh grade. In high school, where she
played varsity for three years, the lacrosse team
traveled to the state championships each year, placing second her senior year. In that same year. Wood
was captain of the field hockey and lacrosse teams.
This season, she hopes to see the Wooster lacrosse
team win its next three games and continue to work
on their overall game, building up to what should be
an awesome season next year.
As for a bit of wisdom on sports. Wood offers,
"Sports shouldnt be stressful. You've gotta have
fun. If you're enjoying the game, you'll play better."
ar

T

TbYOTA
ACCEPTS

DIPLOMAS
Here's proof that your diploma is
definitely worth more man the piece of
paper its written on. In fact it can get
you into a wild, yet practical, V2 Toyota
Pasea Or any one of our quaEty cars
and trucks.
Okay, motivated collegians, you can
now take advantage of the incredible
Toyota Oasa of S2 Retai Financing
Program if your diploma a from i four-yecoBege, graduate school or registered nursing program. Even if you're
ar
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Joe DiMaggio or Ted Williams
The "Bash Brothers" are back,
the Bucs are doing suprisingly
well, and the beloved Red Sox are
out to crush our hopes again.
The "Boys of Summer'' have
returned, and with that I expect to
hear from my good buddy, Spanky
McBride. It marks the changing of
the seasons.
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
So I wasn't surprised when I heard
from him yesterday on the phone ready to talk about baseball.
He was pretty ticked off.
"What's all this debate," he asked.
What debate?
This Ted Williams - Joe DiMaggio thing."
Oh, you mean what was more incredible? Williams's .406 batting average
or DiMaggio's 56 game hitting streak.
"Exactly," snapped Spanky.
I knew that this was important. Spike never gets upset When they put in
lights at Wrigley, Spanky accepted it without a fight When they raised ticket
prices at most parks, he took it in stride. Whitey resigns from the Cards, no
problem.
As a matter of fact, he didn't even wince.
thing was really getting under his skin.
But this Williams-DiMagg"There's no question," Spanky continued, "that .406 was the most
spcctacularfcat ever in baseball. DiMaggio's streak was impressive, yes, but
we're talking .406 here!"

OJCIUbite.

six months away from graduation. The
hot scoop: Your dream Toyota can be
yours for no money down and a 9May
deferred payment! We offer you all this
plus special College Grad finance rates.
For even lower monthly payments, talk
to your Toyota dealer about leasing.

I;
dmga accrue

Spanky Makes the Call
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"Ya see, DiMaggio got to hit against tired pitchers in the late innings. Ya
didn't have any Eckerselys, no Lee Smiths. After the seventh, those guys
were
softballs."
Well, the same could be said for Williams. That didn'thurt his average did
it?
"No, but Williams was a model of consistency. Even with his hit streak.
DiMaggio still hit under J50. But Williams, now there was a hitter. He hit
.406 when they counted walks as at bats. Today, his average would be over
.425."
I guess that explains why Williams didn't have a 162 game hitting streak.
"Exactly," replied Spanky.
"And another thing, my dad saw Williams play against the old St Louis
Browns, and they stacked the infield and the outfield for him to pulL Ya
shoulda seen it The right side of the infield was a wall of flannel.
So why didn't Williams just poke it through the hole in left?
"Ah, because Williams had an ego. He knew he was so good, that he could
beat you on his terms. Ifhe woulda kept em honest, his average woulda been
overJOO."
That's a bit of an exaggeration isn't it?
"Well, maybe. But I'm tellin ya, you shoulda seen it"
What about DiMaggio?
"Yeah, O.K. I heard he smacked a couple of deliberate ball fours to keep
the streak goin. But that's easy. Williams did the same thing, except he did
for honor, not to keep a streak alive."
Honor?
"Ya damn right, honor! Ya see, there's no honor in the game anymore! All
these guys today, with their accountants, their agents - they keep their
portfolios in their back packets, nota little tabacky. It'sgettinon my nerves.''
I see.
"As a matter of fact, this whole thing is getrin on my nerves."
Spanky's got a point, I thought There was a time when a ballplayer's
accomplishments were measured on the field, not in a bank. When fans
argued over who was worth more to the team and not the local economy.
Whata luxurious debate. What feat was more spectacular William's 406
or DiMaggio's hitting streak...
slow-pitch- in

Exactly.-

-
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BASEBALL

Scols Draw Even WMi 4--2

.

!
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.

.

.

loaded the bases with a walk.
Bardette then followed with a
grounder to me shortstop that skidded off his glove and gave the Scots
a 0 lead. Tun Peaorini '95 followed suit with a chopper to the
shortstop who committed his second
consecutive error that gave the Scot
a 0 lead.
Bardette made it 3-- in the fifth
inning when be hit a line drive
. homerun over the left Geld wafl.
The Lords struck back in the sixth
and seventh innings with two runs.
After B
Craddock 94 boded the
bases in the sixth with three strait
walks. Kenyon scored on an RBI
single off Brett Beech 94 in relief of
Craddock.
Kenyon scored again in the seventh when Jim Campbell 95 balked
is a run. The run cut the Scots lead
to
The Scots though got one run back
in the bottom half of the seventh
when McKmneydrewaleadoff walk.
Terry Gladis 95. courtesy running
for Mc Kinney, went to second then
third on two past balls and then came
home on a third past baU. The run
gave the Scots a 2 victory.
The Scots for the first time this
year played error free balL "We
played errorless, were sealing down
defensively. Our defense is going to
help us win the close games," said
Hagen.
Last weekend the Scots split two
With Hagen on first, Chris
Cingolani 94 doubled down the left doubleheaders with Wittenberg.
field line to put runners on the corCraddock picked up his first victory
ners. Catcher Mark McKirmey 93 of the year and John Ramsier evened
MEN rS LACROSSE

.

DINOD1SANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
The rich get richer and the poor
get poorer. This seems the best way
to describe Gerry Sag Oman's and
Jeff WoUer! years.
Wednesday afternoon this was
evident, when Woller 92 pitched
well enough for the victory but did
not set credit because he did not
pitch into the fourth inning in the 2
win over Kenyon.
The victory poshed the Scots
record 10
and a
in the
conference. The first time they have
been .500 since March 11. when
they were 2--2.
X)bviousIy we didn't play well
bat a win a a win,"said third basemen
Erik Hagen TO.
WoOer was dominating in pitching three innings. WoOer at one
point struck out four consecutive
Lord batters, that gives him 42 K's
on the year.
Sagerman relieved Woller and
pitched three innings of one-h- it ball
for the victory, his seventh of the
year. The Scot pitching staff only
gave up two hits all day.
WoUer lecieved the run support
courtesy of six Kenyon errors and a
Matt Bardette '92 homerun.
The Scots first runs came in the
second inning at the hands of three
errors by Kenyon, two by the John
Cunningham die Lords shortstop.
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Scott Collins 94 sudes into third base durino the Scot's

10-- 9
.

his record at
The Scots though have their backs
against the wall as they currently
hold down the fifth spot in the conference. Trie Scot axe behind Ohio
Wesleyan (14-2- ),
Dennison ),
3-- 3.

(8-2-

victory over WrrrENBEKo last Saturday.
Photo by Mike Pepper.

Allegheny (7-- and Wittenberg (7-with 11 games left.
"Our backs are pretty much against
the wall, it depends on the other
teams. Hopefully win take care off
Allegheny this weekend," said
3)

7)

Woller.
The Scots though will have their
hands full with six games this weekend. Today the Scots will battle
Capital at 3:30 in a doubleheader at
Art Murray Field.
V: ;
. --

Wooster Continues Mediocrity With a Win and a Loss

MARCO. SMITH

goals in the first half proved to be
as a weak Oberlin learn a 10-- 4 lead going into the fourth
The penalties of their opponents,
as
much
Scots,
for
they
were
one
the
too
that the Scots have beaten five period. But the Scots decided to meanwhile, have numbered only 60.
The College of Wooster men's also outplayed in the second half, straight times, and nine out of their .revert to their first-ha-lf
lethargic Wooster's personal fouls alone
lacrosse team defeated the Yeoman five goals to four.
last ten contests nearly upset the behavior, to addition, the Scots were equal that of their opponents total
It was not for lack of chances that Black and Gold. The first period called for six penalties in the final penalty tally.
of Oberlin, 12-- on Wednesday,
while dropping a game to Denison, the Scots lost, for Wooster out shot saw the Scots put only four shou on four minutes of the game three of
One bright spot of consistency
10-in Granville on Saturday.
Denison 36-3the Yeoman defense, and as Gary which were for unsportsmanlike
for the Scots, however, has been
The two contests have given the
The Scot midis and aoackmen Miller '92 observed, "It appeared conduct.
John Marcinek '93, one of the
Scots a 6-- 8 record (2-- 2 in the could not find the net, though, as the that the Scots had all but forgotten
Those penalties, in addition to the nation's' leading face-o- ff
men.
NCAQ. and no chance for a win- Big Red's goalkeeper was chalhow to pick up a ground ball."
Scots lack of concentration and inMarcinek lias led a face-o- ff unit that
ning season as they bead into the lenged to make a save only thirteen
The coaching staff, apparently tensity, kept the game close until won 10 of 1 1 at Denison, while
season finale at home against times.
upset about the 3--3 halftimc score the horn signaled the end of the personally winning 19 of 23 draws
Kenyon this Saturday at Carl Dale
This problem of accuracy seems and Wcosters performance, must misery for both teams. Wooster's against Oberlin.
Field.
to have remained with the Scots all have put the fear of God in the penalties again seem indicariveof a
The season stats also tell of one
The Scots again got off to a poor year as they have only put 56 of Scots, however, as they came out in season-lon- g
struggle. Wooster has aspect of the Scots game that has
start in an away game against the their shots on goal as compared to the third period and fired four goals been called for 91 total penalties, been completely dominating.
Big Red of Denison. The heavy the 71 rate of their opponents.
past the Oberlin goalkeeper.
leaving them a man short for over Wooster has
their
downpour and the five unanswered
. Wednesday saw the Scots nearly
The improved play gave the Scot) 75 minutes. , j.v. 7
by a 223-9- 5 tally.
self-destru-
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